
Hello Mayor Veron...  
 

Please ...you may always call me Susan..unless it is in the Bylaws that you 
have to address me as Mrs. Levine..(smile) 
 

I had no idea that Mr. Harrison read my letter about my thoughts on the 
Scarsdale Pool at the Board meeting... 
 

I am always surprised to learn that so few people are in agreement with Bob 
on many of his views.. 
and I guess he likes it when I do agree with him on some...Sadly..I may 
sometimes be the only other resident who addresses 

the Board on an issue on which he has taken a stand... 
 

I do think that Long Time members of the Pool complex know best what the 
Pool's many 

wonderful amenities are all about...all of its benefits and areas of 
enjoyment..its positive aspects.. 
which are numerous...including a marvelous playground for youngsters... 
 

and that a Study is just that...a Study...without the ability to personally and 
deep down understand all of the various  

aspects of enjoyment that the Pool complex brings to those 
people and families who spend time there...lots of time.. 

possibly over many years...in the summer....One would have to be a Member 
to understand what I mean... 
not just an observer...or a visitor for a few hours... 
 

I doubt that there have been requests for costly changes or additions to the 
complex from 

long time or even recent Pool members... 
 

The loss of revenue from declining membership has obvious explanations.. 
including concerns over Covid-19...numerous Scarsdale residents with 
Summer homes...and  

those with Pools of their own....summer Memberships in Country 
Clubs and Golf Clubs...children who go to Summer Camp.. 

and concerns from some Seniors..like us..about not being 
able to leave our Chairs at the Pool 
this summer... 

 



Having 125 Non Resident families join was a good idea... 

and brought in needed revenue...Perhaps to continue... 

 

But I do regret that we are spending $114,000 to Study the 
Pool...rather than 

using it towards any needed repairs that are always to be 
expected with such 

a facility....For 50 years it has been self sustaining... 

We need to be kind to the Pool and not change it to 
something  

it was not intended to be.... 

 

Thanks for always listening... 

 

Susan Levine 

Ardmore Road 

 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Mayor <mayor@scarsdale.com> 
To: bal1998@aol.com <bal1998@aol.com> 
Sent: Tue, Oct 12, 2021 9:00 pm 
Subject: Fwd: From Resident Susan Levine...About the Scarsdale Pool 

Hi Ms. Levine. As always, thank you for taking the time to write to us. I wanted to let you know that your 
letter was also read into the record at our Oct 12 Village Board meeting by Mr. Harrison. I thought you 
would like to know. Have a good evening, Jane 

Jane Veron  
Mayor 
Village of Scarsdale 
Mayor@scarsdale.com 
Follow me @mayorjaneveron 

 


